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COVER STORY: BIG DATA

ORGANIZATIONS ARE AWASH IN DATA. HOWEVER, TAPPING INTO THIS 

VALUABLE BUSINESS RESOURCE TO ACHIEVE MAXIMUM ADVANTAGE 

REQUIRES A CLEARLY DEFINED STRATEGY, ALONG WITH THE RIGHT 

TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS.   

BY SAMUEL GREENGARD

 
BIG Data 

UNLOCKS
Business VALUE
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IT’S HARDLY NEWS THAT THE TYPICAL ENTERPRISE 
is awash in data. Virtually every industry sector—from 
health care and financial services to retail and manu-
facturing—is witnessing a growth in data volume at 

exponential rates. 
Tucked away in these vast repositories is a gold mine of 

business secrets, opportunities and potential success. But 
putting all this information to work—including legacy data 
as well as unstructured data generated by social media and 
video—is a daunting task. 

“In many cases, organizations have transactional data 
extending back 30 years or more, but they’re also coping 
with enormous volumes of multimedia data,” says Gary 
Curtis, chief technology strategist and managing director at 
Accenture. “Combining everything and making sense out of 
it is the challenge of the digital age. Currently, few organiza-
tions are tapping into the full potential of their data.”

Admittedly, this is a major challenge. A study of 5,000 
organizations by research and advisory firm Corporate 
Executive Board (CEB) found that the ability to analyze 
and glean insights from data is a priority for global organi-
zations—though few succeed in any significant way. 

Only 38 percent of employees and 50 percent of senior 
managers have the ability to make good decisions based on 
data, according to CEB research. In many organizations, 
the greatest risk comes from too much analysis. More than 
40 percent of employees trust analysis over judgment, 
while nearly 20 percent go with their gut. 

Employees best equipped to make good decisions—
“informed skeptics”—effectively balance judgment and 
analysis, according to the CEB. These individuals possess 
strong analytic skills and listen to others’ opinions about 
analysis—but they are willing to dissent.

The ability to develop a well-defined strategy and 
implement a viable solution to manage big data isn’t an 
option in today's data-driven environment. “There’s no 
escaping it—it’s touching every industry sector,” says 
Kalyan Viswanathan, director for Global Consulting 
Practices Information Management with Tata Consulting 
Services. “Big data is changing business and creating new 
risks and opportunities. Savvy organizations are looking 
for ways to put it to work effectively.”

Managing Data in a New Era
Since the dawn of computing, companies have looked for 
ways to manage and exploit ever-growing volumes of data. 
Big data—which spans greater volumes of data and more 
touch points—is at the center of this trend. Consulting 
firm McKinsey & Co. estimates that the typical large 
enterprise today holds somewhere in the neighborhood of 
200 terabytes of stored data. 

Companies must also cope with rapidly escalating 
volumes of unstructured data that doesn’t fit easily into 
a conventional database or data warehouse. Over the 
last few years, “There’s been an extreme broadening of 
the types of data that become part of corporate data 
resources,” Accenture’s Curtis says.  

Big data can unlock value. It can make data more 
transparent and usable on a regular basis; provide insights 

through richer and broader data sets; create more narrow 
segmentation so that companies can fashion more tar-
geted marketing campaigns and sales techniques; and 
help connect the dots to discover new products and ser-
vices that might otherwise fly under the corporate radar. 
Organizations that use big data effectively are likely to 
realize a significant competitive advantage and open up 
new business opportunities.

But tackling big data isn’t as simple as putting a single 
system in place and automatically reaping results. It’s nec-
essary to combine the right technologies and tools, build 
the right workflows and policies, find talent that can tap 
into analytics and predictive-analytics software, and build 
products and services that meet the needs of the rapidly 
changing marketplace. 

“It requires extensive investments in data warehousing, 
data integration, business intelligence, data visualization 
tools, business analytics and predictive modeling,” Tata 
Consulting’s Viswanathan notes. “There’s also a need 
to apply algorithms that uncover patterns, connections 
and relationships.”

Amazon at the Forefront
One company at the forefront of big data is Internet 
retailer and services provider Amazon. Not surprisingly, 
the company deals with petabytes of data and has an 
enormous need to leverage it in order to gain insights into 
customer behavior, improve the quality and cost of opera-
tions, drive innovative product features and, ultimately, 
bolster the bottom line. 

Amazon relies on a highly scalable environment, 
including cloud resources, to derive insights and answers 
within minutes or hours rather than days or weeks, says 
Peter Sirota, general manager of Amazon’s Elastic Map 
Reduce (EMR) initiative. 

“Amazon.com uses a wide array of data sources, ranging 
from unstructured and semi-structured log files coming 
from application servers to structured data coming from 
various database systems,” Sirota says. The environ-
ment also allows Amazon and its customers to “store 
and crunch all types of data, including images, videos, 
DNA sequences, and weather-sensor statistics, as well as 
data collected from third-party sources, such as Twitter, 
Facebook and Salesforce … to better manage its product 
database and analyze the metrics that drive stronger 
operational performance.”

The online giant relies on open-source Apache Hadoop 
for distributed processing that includes unstructured data. 
Also, Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS) 
allow Amazon to run reports and optimize queries on struc-
tured data for questions that are known ahead of time. 
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Hence, “Hadoop and RDBMS are complementary tech-
nologies,” Sirota notes. Additionally, by using Amazon’s 
Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) to store petabytes of 
data—along with embedded data processing, analysis and 
mining tools—Amazon is redefining the big data space 
both for its internal operations and for outside firms that 
use its services.

Sirota notes that the cloud has radically changed what’s 
possible with big data. “You can generate insights from 
your data more quickly and at a price point unmatched by 
traditional technologies,” he says. 

“The cloud provides instant scalability and elasticity. 
It enhances your ability and capability to ask interesting 
questions about your data and get rapid, meaningful 
answers. … Big data, when analyzed holistically and regu-
larly, has the potential to transform how you interact and 
react to your customers.”

The Winds of Change
A growing array of companies and government organiza-
tions are turning to big data to redefine their business 
models. Tata Consulting’s Viswanathan says that adver-
tisers are sifting through mountains of data to better 
understand buying behavior and what actually drives 
results. Retailers are combining and correlating customer 
behavior, psychographics and customer lifetime events to 
create more accurate profiles. 

Financial services firms are connecting diverse data 
points to create new services and to sell existing services 
more effectively.  And health care providers are using big 
data to improve outcomes and cost structures. 

Among the companies sold on the concept is Vestas 
Wind Systems, a Randers, Denmark, operator of wind 
farms used to generate electricity for utilities. The com-
pany, with more than 44,000 turbines in 67 countries, 
uses huge data sets to better understand where to locate 
turbines for optimum performance. 

The company analyzes 178 parameters, including 
cloud cover, humidity, solar radiation, satellite imagery, 
deforestation maps and barometric pressure, notes Lars 
Christian Christensen, vice president of plant siting and 
forecasting. What’s more, researchers must examine data 
parameters hour by hour over a 12-year span. “It’s a huge 
multidimensional cube of information,” he says.

Vestas turned to a big data analytics system from IBM 
to provide insights for a database that is expected to 
reach 20-plus petabytes within four years. In the past, 
analysts were forced to sift through mountains of data—a 
process that could take weeks and devour very signifi-
cant resources. 

Today, Vestas is running the IBM BigInsights software 
on 1,222 connected, workload-optimized System x iData-
Plex servers that make up its Firestorm supercomputer. It 
is capable of 150 trillion calculations per second and can 
analyze data sets within an hour in order to determine the 
best locations for turbines.

“We are able to provide answers for our customers 
quickly to help them build a business case and rev-
enue-generation plan more effectively,” Christensen says. 

Five Keys to 
Succeeding 
With Big Data

1Understand the possibilities. Combining 
hundreds of data elements and terabytes of 
data doesn’t automatically produce results. 

Business analysts and IT experts must understand 
how the data can be used and how it can be 
mapped effectively.

2Tap into IT systems that manage data 
and provide deep analysis. There’s 
typically no single tool or approach that 

addresses an organization’s needs. Enterprises 
require a portfolio of products, tools and capabili-
ties from different vendors, Tata consultant Kalyan 
Viswanathan says.

3Build workflows and policies that 
facilitate the use of big data. An orga-
nization must define ownership and how 

different groups can access and use data. It must 
also develop ways to transform findings and 
results into actual programs and initiatives.

4Focus on security and privacy 
concerns. Big data creates remarkable 
opportunities, but it also creates risks. As 

different groups within an organization use and 
analyze data, there’s an urgent need to ensure 
that the proper protections are in place.

5Find the needed talent to put big
data to work. McKinsey & Co. states 
that a talent shortage is looming in the 

data-analytics field that could reach 190,000 
people by 2018. Organizations that get a head 
start in developing internal expertise are likely 
to realize a competitive advantage.—S.G.
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“The system has reduced the complexity of the planning 
process immensely. We have transformed the way we 
handle data and the entire analysis process.”

Unique Challenges
Accenture’s Curtis points out that big data can present 
some unique challenges. For one thing, it’s necessary 
to determine how diverse data sets can be combined to 
produce new insights. This requires analysts and business 
experts who can think in innovative ways. 

For another, an organization must harvest assorted 
forms of unstructured data, including video clips, 
audio files and social media feeds. “There must be a 
way to identify these files and understand what types 
of data they provide and how it’s possible to use 
them effectively,” Curtis notes. Although techniques 
exist—including the use of 
metadata—it’s an area that 
still emerging and evolving.

In addition, an enterprise 
must sort out governance 
issues, particularly those cen-
tering on which business lines 
own and manage data and who 
should have access to trans-
actions. Financial firms that 
operate different business 
lines—such as retail banking, 
commercial banking, wealth 
management, brokerage and 
other services—are particu-
larly prone to challenges in 
this area. 

In some cases, the lines can 
become blurred because data 
might reside on servers oper-
ated by a business partner or 
service provider. “It’s critical 
that the data is managed effectively and that there’s one 
golden copy,” Curtis says. “Governance issues must be 
sorted out.” 

Incorporating Social Media
Companies are also looking to incorporate social media 
into their big data models. Matrix, a Milan, Italy, Internet 
and online business-services provider, helps companies—
from auto manufacturers to restaurants—define their 
digital strategies and handle brand engagement and repu-
tation management. 

Using SAS Content Categorization and SAS Text 
Miner, the company is able to provide sophisticated 
monitoring and analysis capabilities revolving around Web 
crawling, social media conversations and other activities, 
notes Alessandro Petrella, sales director at Matrix.

The company continually collects data from more 
than 500 news feeds and online sources and then drops 
the information into a Netezza data warehouse appli-
ance. Matrix then runs the data through the SAS software 
to cleanse and categorize it using a set of established 

business taxonomies. It tunes its algorithm and adds new 
data elements regularly. 

The database now exceeds two terabytes, and its ability 
to monitor sentiment and attitudes about a company 
grows daily. “We are able to process data in a fast and effec-
tive way,” Petrella says.

A recent survey of business executives conducted by 
consulting firm Ovum found that up to two-thirds of 
respondents cited improved operational and strategic 
decision-making processes and better customer service 
as the most important business benefits of tapping big 
data. No less significant: Interest in big data now extends 
beyond larger enterprises. The firm discovered that  
38 percent of companies maintaining data warehouses 
in the 1 terabyte or higher range have revenues below 
$50 million. 

Ovum expects that big data 
requirements will become 
even more pervasive over the 
next two years, as organiza-
tions continue to look for ways 
to better analyze customer 
segments, prevent churn, 
manage public transportation 
networks and handle myriad 
other tasks.

Accenture’s Curtis says 
that all organizations—and 
specifically IT depart-
ments—must understand the 
dynamics of big data and then 
develop a clear strategy for 
both implementing and man-
aging this data over time. He 
recommends modeling data 
strategies after those used by 
companies such as Amazon, 
Google and Yahoo!, which 

operate some of the world’s largest data centers and “offer  
a glimpse of the future of computing.” 

Curtis also suggests that technology and business 
leaders work together to understand big data in a holistic 
way. “There’s a mutual education process that must occur,” 
he points out. “Alignment is absolutely necessary to carry 
a project forward.”

Although big data is still in the early days, it’s a trend 
that’s here to stay, Tata Consulting’s Viswanathan states. 
“Companies are accumulating more and more data, as 
consumers turn to smartphones, tablets and other digital 
devices,” he says. 

“Organizations that tap into big data and use it 
effectively are positioned to create a clear competitive 
advantage. They’re able to understand issues and trends 
in a way that wouldn’t have been imaginable only a few 
years ago.” 3

Please send your questions and comments on this 
article to editors@baselinemag.com.

Organizations that tap 
into big data and use it 

effectively are positioned to 
create a clear competitive 

advantage. They’re able  
to understand issues  
and trends in a way  
that wouldn’t have  

been imaginable only  
a few years ago.

—Kalyan Viswanathan, Tata Consulting 
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